Blepharophimosis, ptosis, epicanthus inversus syndrome (BPES, OMIM\# 110100) is a rare autosomal dominant genetic disease characterized by a narrowed horizontal palpehral aperture, ptosis, epicanthus inversus and telecanthus. BPES has been classified into two categories: type I is the complex eyelid malformation associated with premature ovarian failure (POF), and type II patients have the complex eyelid malformation only.^[@bib1]^

Mutations in the forkhead transcription factor 2 (*FOXL2*) located in chromosome 3q23 region have been described as a cause of both the types of BPES. *FOXL2* is a single-exon gene that is 2.7 kb in length and encodes a protein of 376 amino acids, containing a 110 amino acid DNA-binding forkhead domain (residues 54--164) and a polyalanine (poly-Ala) tract of 14 residues of unknown function (residues 221--234).^[@bib2]^ FOXL2 is known as a transcription factor that is expressed in the developing eyelid and the granulose cells of ovarian follicles. FOXL2 has an important role in ovarian maintenance and function by regulating granulose cell proliferation and differentiation.^[@bib3],[@bib4]^ In the present study, we report a novel duplication mutation (c.858_868dup) in a family displaying typical BPES phenotypes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Five patients with BPES and four unaffected members of a Chinese family were recruited in the present study. BPES was inherited in a dominant autosomal pattern in the family ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All of the patients in the family suffered from the typical complex eyelid malformation. Amblyopia occurred in the left eye of patient III:5, who had been treated twice by corrective surgeries of blepharochalasis, and occurred in both the eyes of patient IV:1. In addition, II:6 suffered from menopause at the age of 30 years, whereas II:8 suffered from irregular menstruation when she was 42 years old. Patient III:11 was approximately 19 years old and had no POF symptoms. No other symptoms were detected in any of these patients. Informed consent was obtained from the members of the family, and this study conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood by the phenol--chloroform method. The single exon and the boundary between the exon and bilateral untranslated regions in the *FOXL2* gene were amplified using primer sequences designed by Primer Premier 5.0 (PremierBiosoft International, Palo Alto, CA, USA). PCR products were sequenced on an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and compared with a reference sequence (NCBI reference sequence: NM_023067.3). We detected a heterozygous duplication mutation (c.858_868dup) in the *FOXL2* gene, which resulted in a truncated protein in the 359th codon (p.Pro290Leufs\*70). This mutation was detected in affected members, and it was absent in unaffected members of the family ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Because the *FOXL2* gene was identified as a cause of BPES,^[@bib5]^ mutations could be detected in approximately 82% of BPES cases,^[@bib6]^ and more than 150 mutations in the *FOXL2* gene have been included in the Human Genomic Mutation Database. Although missense/nonsense mutations are primarily located in a DNA-binding forkhead domain and a poly-Ala tract, the majority of deletion, duplication and insert mutations occurred in and after the poly-Ala tract. The mutation (c.858_868dup) in our study is located in the same position after the poly-Ala tract as many other mutations, such as c.858_871dup, c.843_859dup and c.843_865dup,^[@bib6]^ which may be a potential mutational hot spot.

Several studies have reported genotype--phenotype correlations. Among frameshift mutations, predicted protein truncations before the poly-Ala tract may lead to BPES type I, whereas predicted proteins with a poly-Ala tract expansion may be primarily BPES type II.^[@bib7]^ However, there was no conspicuous genotype--phenotype correlations observed in our study because the typical POF did not exist in all of the female patients in the family. This may be owing to the difficulty in the diagnosis of POF because the criteria used to classify POF varied in the age of onset and the severity of ovarian dysfunction in cases with BPES.^[@bib8]^ Genetic heterogeneity or environmental factors may be another reason for the lack of the genotype--phenotype correlation.^[@bib9]^

In conclusion, we identified a novel mutation (c.858_868dup) in a Chinese family with BPES. This discovery further broadens the mutation spectrum of the *FOXL2* gene in BPES patients, enabling clinicians and genetic counselors to offer better clinical services.
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![Clinical features in three patients of the family and the result of Sanger sequencing. Typical complex eyelid malformation was detected in members III:5 (**a**), III:10 (**b**) and IV:1 (**c**). Mutation c.858_868dup is displayed (**d**). *Frames* indicate the duplication section.](hgv20158-f1){#fig1}

![Pedigrees and cosegregation of mutation c.858_868dup in the family. Filled symbols represent affected individuals. The *arrow* indicates the proband. '+' indicates individuals with a mutated allele, whereas '−' indicates individuals with a normal allele.](hgv20158-f2){#fig2}
